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There is a lack of systematic investigations on both mechanical and electrical properties of carbon nanofiber (CNF)-reinforced
epoxy matrix nanocomposites. In this paper, an in-depth study of both static and dynamic mechanical behaviors and electrical
properties of CNF/epoxy nanocomposites with various contents of CNFs is provided. A modified Halpin-Tsai equation is used
to evaluate the Young’s modulus and storage modulus of the nanocomposites. The values of Young’s modulus predicted using
this method account for the effect of the CNF agglomeration and fit well with those obtained experimentally. The results show
that the highest tensile strength is found in the epoxy nanocomposite with a 1.0 wt% CNFs. The alternate-current (AC) electrical
properties of the CNF/epoxy nanocomposites exhibit a typical insulator-conductor transition. The conductivity increases by four
orders of magnitude with the addition of 0.1 wt% (0.058 vol%) CNFs and by ten orders of magnitude for nanocomposites with
CNF volume fractions higher than 1.0 wt% (0.578 vol%). The percolation threshold (i.e., the critical CNF volume fraction) is
found to be at 0.057 vol%.
1. Introduction
Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are electrically and thermally
conductive and have very good mechanical properties.
Research on carbon nanofiber-reinforced nanocomposites
has been mainly focusing on carbon nanotube (CNT)-filled
nanocomposites. This is due to the fact that CNTs have fewer
microstructural defects than CNFs, resulting in better overall
properties as well as smaller dimensions and a lower density.
However, CNFs are less expensive and can be manufactured
at high yields, justifying further in-depth investigation of
their impact on nanocomposites.
CNFs have a cup-stacked structure which results from the
vapor deposition process used to produce them [1, 2]. The
relatively low efficiency of catalyst results in microstructural
defects in CNFs, which require special treatments in order for
CNFs to achieve desired properties. A number of treatment
methods have been used, which include acid treatment [3, 4],
heat treatment (to eliminate defects) [5], plasma treatment
(to purify) [6], and surface functionalization (to improve
interface adhesion) [7, 8]. Because of their high aspect ratio
and high surface energy (due to nanoscale diameters), CNFs
tend to agglomerate, leading to inhomogeneous dispersion.
Many efforts have been made to deagglomerate CNFs using
methods such as diluting the matrix with solvents [6, 9] and
combining mechanical mixing with sonication [9, 10].
Good dispersion of CNFs leads to an enhancement in
both strength and modulus of nanocomposites [9, 11–14].
Choi et al. [9] found that CNF/epoxy nanocomposites had a
maximum tensile strength and a large Young’s modulus with
5wt% CNFs, and a reduced fracture strain with increasing
filler content. In addition, both the storage modulus and
the glass transition temperature (Tg) increased due to the
incorporation of CNFs. A study by Zhou and coworkers [14]
indicated that the modulus of CNF/epoxy nanocomposites
increased continuously with increasing CNF content, but
the tensile strength decreased with further increasing CNF
content beyond 2wt% CNF. DMA studies revealed that
with 3wt% CNFs, there was a 65% enhancement in the
storage modulus at room temperature and a 6◦C increase
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in Tg . Xu et al. [15] demonstrated that there was only
very little increase in mechanical properties of CNF/epoxy
nanocomposites, ever though they used GCNF-ODA reactive
linkers to improve the interface of CNFs and epoxy.
Because of their high electrical conductivity, CNFs have
been used as fillers to improve electrical properties of
polymeric composites in a number of studies [3, 4, 10, 16–
19]. A remarkable increase in electrical conductivity was
observed when CNF volume fraction exceeded the perco-
lation threshold. For CNF/epoxy nanocomposites, Allaoui
et al. [10] found a percolation threshold at a very low
critical CNF weight fraction of 0.064%. The insulator-to-
conductor transition region spanned about one order of
magnitude of the CNF weight fraction from 0.1 to 1.2%.
Far from the transition, the conductivity increased by two
orders of magnitude. Other studies on electrical properties of
CNF/epoxy nanocomposites did not focus on the percolation
behavior, but rather on the effect of CNFs’ heat treatment
[5] or on the effect of the viscosity of epoxy matrix [9] on
the electrical conductivity of CNF/epoxy nanocomposites.
Moreover, none of these papers discussed the dielectric
properties of CNF/epoxy nanocomposites.
So far, there has been no study that specifically focuses on
the simultaneous characterization of mechanical and electri-
cal properties of solvent-processed CNF/epoxy nanocompos-
ites. In addition, the existing results concerning the impact
of CNFs on mechanical behavior of epoxy nanocomposites
appear to be inconsistent, as reviewed above. This motivated
the current study.
In this paper, CNF/epoxy nanocomposites with various
contents of CNFs were prepared. Both static and dynamic
mechanical properties as well as electrical and dielectric
properties of the nanocomposites were investigated, and
fracture surfaces were observed in order to better under-
stand the fracture mechanisms. Also, the Young’s modulus
and storage modulus were predicted using a modified
Halpin-Tsai equation, which fitted the experimental results
well.
2. Experimental Study
2.1. Preparation of Nanocomposites. Carbon nanofibers
(Pyrograf-III) were supplied by Applied Science, Inc. (ASI).
The carbon nanofibers have diameters ranging from 100 to
200 nm and lengths from 30 to 100 μm. The acquired carbon
nanofibers were heat treated up to 3000◦C. A purification
process was also utilized to remove the undesirable impuri-
ties. The purification process consisted of refluxing the CNFs
in dichloromethane—CH2Cl2 (Aldrich, Co.) for five days at
35◦C, followed by several deionized H2Owashes and second-
time refluxing for 24 hours. The nanofibers were rinsed
again, vacuum filtered for 24 hours and dried at 110◦C for
at least 24 hours, and then examined for water content. The
purified CNFs were properly stored in closed hygroscopic
containers, since retained moisture could prevent proper
mixing.
CNF/epoxy nanocomposites with CNF content ranging
from 0 to 2wt% were fabricated. First, a desired amount
of CNFs was immersed into Dimethylacetamide (DMAc).
The solution was sonicated and mechanically stirred for 1
hour. Epoxy resin (Epon 862, Hexion Specialty Chemicals,
Inc.) was then added, and the new solution was sonicated
and mechanically stirred for another 3 hours. The solution
was then evaporated in an enclosed vacuum at 80◦C over
night to eliminate all the DMAc. Curing agent (EpiKure
W, Hexion Specialty Chemicals, Inc.) was then used, and
the new solution was sonicated and mechanically mixed for
half an hour. Before casting, the solution was degassed in
a vacuum overnight to remove trapped gasses. Finally, the
solution was cast into different molds to get samples for
mechanical and electrical tests. The samples were heated
and cured for 2 hours at 125◦C and another 2 hours at
177◦C.
2.2. Tensile Tests and SEM. Mechanical properties were
measured on an MTS universal testing machine at a constant
displacement rate of 0.5mm/min. The specimen had a width
of 13mm and a thickness of 2.5mm. The gauge length
was 60mm. The tensile strength and Young’s modulus were
calculated from the recorded stress levels at the constant dis-
placement rate. All tensile tests were performed at room tem-
perature, and three specimens (or more) were used for each
CNF content. The average value for each specimen type was
recorded. The tensile stress-strain curves were plotted after
calculating the engineering stress and engineering strain.
Fracture surfaces of the tensile specimens were observed
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-
6400) to study the failure mechanisms and the post-fracture
dispersion of CNFs. Before the SEM observations, the
specimens were coated with a thin layer of platinum.
2.3. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. Dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA) was performed on a RSA-III DMA from
25 to 200◦C at a temperature scanning rate of 3◦C/min.
The tests were operated in the three-point bending mode at
an oscillation frequency of 1Hz. The rectangular specimens
were 30mm long, 9mm, wide and 3mm thick. Three
samples of each CNF content were tested. The glass transition
temperature (Tg) was assigned as the temperature where the
loss factor was recorded as a maximum.
2.4. Electrical Measurements. Alternate-current (AC) con-
ductivity and dielectric constant of pure epoxy and CNF/
epoxy nanocomposites were measured using an impedance
analyzer (Novocontrol Alpha Analyzer) in a frequency range
of 10−2–107 Hz. The specimens were coated with an electro-
deposited silver layer (100 nm thick) on the two opposite
surfaces to ensure a good electrical contact area between
the electrodes and specimen. The samples had a bulk size
of 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm. The silver electrode area was circular
with a diameter of 0.5 cm. Each measurement shown was
an average of 3 to 4 samples. The setup was based on a
parallel plate configuration, where the parallel capacitance
(Cp) was measured at each frequency and was then converted
to dielectric constant ε = Cpt/(Aε0), where t is the thickness
of the sample (∼0.5mm), A is the electrode area, and ε0 is
the permittivity of free space (=8.85 × 10−12 F/m).
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Table 1: Tensile properties of CNF/epoxy nanocomposites.
Sample Tensile strength (MPa) Toughness (MJ/m3) Young’s Modulus (GPa)
Pure Epon862 68.7± 2.5 397.6± 33.2 1.04± 0.04
0.05% CNF 70.9± 2.6 418.2± 41.9 1.06± 0.06
0.1% CNF 71.0± 3.7 550.0± 23.6 1.09± 0.01
0.5% CNF 73.0± 1.4 610.2± 39.3 1.16± 0.01
1% CNF 74.4± 2.4 562.7± 28.0 1.22± 0.01
2% CNF 62.1± 2.5 244.5± 30.8 1.29± 0.02
10μm
(a) 1 wt% CNFs
10μm
(b) 2wt% CNFs
Figure 1: Dispersion of CNFs in epoxy.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Tensile Properties. The tensile properties of the CNF/
epoxy nanocomposites with the CNF content varying from
0 to 2wt% are shown in Table 1. It is seen that the tensile
strength increases with increasing content of CNFs until
1 wt%, beyond which the tensile strength decreases. Figure 1
shows the dispersion of CNFs in the nanocomposites
with 1wt% and 2wt% CNFs. For the 1wt% CNF/epoxy
nanocomposite, the CNFs are homogeneously dispersed
as individual fibers. However, the CNFs in the 2wt%
CNF/epoxy nanocomposite are agglomerated and clustered
as bundles with a diameter of about 10 μm. These bundles
act as stress concentration sites, leading to the nonuniform
stress distribution and high stresses near the bundles. During
the tensile test, the epoxymatrix around these bundles breaks
quickly due to the elevated stresses, resulting in the decrease
in tensile strength of this nanocomposite.
The area under the stress-strain curve is known as
toughness, which represents the total strain energy per
unit volume in the material induced by the applied stress.
The addition of uniformly dispersed CNFs can significantly
increase the toughness of the epoxy, as indicated in Table 1.
The toughness increases by 42% with the addition of
1wt% CNFs and decreases by 39% with the addition of
2wt% CNFs, both relative to the pure epoxy (Epon 862).
To better understand the toughening mechanism of the
CNF/epoxy nanocomposites, SEM is used to observe the
fracture surfaces.
From the fracture surface of the pure epoxy (Figure 2(a)),
it can be seen that large and flat cleavage planes indicate
typical characteristic of brittle fracture. For a 0.05wt%
CNF/epoxy nanocomposite (Figure 2(b)), the fracture sur-
face becomes more rough, and the cleavage planes become
smaller than those of the pure epoxy. Large cracks propagate
along low CNF density areas, leading to ridges. Cleavage
planes are evenly distributed and are the smallest for a 1wt%
CNF/epoxy nanocomposite (Figure 2(c)). The increased
number of cleavage planes results in more areas capable
of absorbing the fracture energy, which leads to a higher
crack propagation resistance. An inspection of Figure 1(a)
again reveals some fiber pullout, indicating that the fiber-
matrix adhesion is not optimal. From these observations, it
appears that this nanocomposite has the highest toughness.
However, matrix cracks are evident on the fracture surface
of the 2wt% CNF/epoxy nanocomposite (Figure 2(d)). This
suggests that a lot of microcracks may have started from the
clusters of CNFs. With the increase of the applied load, these
microcracks would quickly connect with each other to form
macrocracks, leading to fracture of the nanocomposite.
The Halpin-Tsai equation links the modulus of a unidi-
rectional fiber composite to the fiber volume fraction [20,
21]. Many studies have been conducted to predict the mod-
ulus of a fiber-reinforced composite with randomly aligned
discontinuous fibers by using variants of the Halpin-Tsai
equation. In most of these studies, an orientation factor, α,
was introduced to account for the random fiber orientation.
In [22], the Halpin-Tsai equation was modified to be
Ec
Em
= 1 + cηv f
1− ηv f with η =
(
αE f /Em
)
− 1
(
αE f /Em
)
+ c
, (1)
where Ec, Em, and Ef are, respectively, the moduli of the
composite, matrix, and fiber (carbon nanotubes), ν f is
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100μm
(a) pure epoxy
100μm
(b) 0.05wt% CNFs
100μm
(c) 1wt% CNFs
100μm
(d) 2wt% CNFs
Figure 2: Fracture surface morphology.
the fiber volume fraction, and c = 2l/d is the shape factor
relating to the aspect ratio of the reinforcement length (l)
over the diameter (d). They further modified the Halpin-Tsai
equation by changing the shape factor c to ξ = (2l/d)e−av f−b,
which is an exponential relation, with a and b being constants
that are related to the degree of CNF agglomeration.
In this study, the Young’s moduli of the epoxy matrix and
CNF are 1.04GPa and 400 GPa, respectively. The orientation
factor α is taken to be 0.184 (after [23]). The aspect ratio
of the CNFs is about 150. The effects of the constants a
and b on the Young’s modulus predicted using the modified
Halpin-Tsai equation are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). It
can be seen that increasing the constant a tends to bend the
curves, while increasing the constant b lowers the height of
the curves.
By varying the values of a and b, a best fit to the
experimentally obtained Young’s modulus is found when
a = 120 and b = 1. This best fit is displayed in Figure 3(b),
for which ξ = 300e−120v f −1. Good agreement between the
experimental data and predicted results over the range of
fiber volume fractions investigated indicates that CNF/epoxy
nanocomposites are 3D randomly oriented systems with
agglomeration of CNFs at higher volume fractions.
3.2. Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. The effects of CNFs on
the storage modulus of the CNF/epoxy nanocomposites are
illustrated in Figure 4. The addition of CNFs increases the
storage modulus of epoxy at temperatures both below and
above the glass transition temperature (Tg). The maximum
storage modulus is observed in the nanocomposite with
1wt% CNFs, which is, respectively, about 18% and 70%
higher than that of the pure epoxy below and above the
glass transition temperature. The presence of CNFs inhibits
the movement of molecular chains around the CNFs. This
is due to the high surface energy of CNFs absorbing the
motion of the molecular chains around them. Because of
this interaction between CNFs and the molecular chains, the
force imposed on the CNF/epoxy nanocomposites transfers
to the stiff CNFs and leads to the increased storage modulus.
The storage modulus starts to decrease at 2 wt% CNF
content. This is due to the poor dispersion of CNFs at
higher contents, which can be seen from the SEM images in
Figure 1.
Tg represents a major transition for many polymers, as
physical properties change significantly when the material
goes from the glassy state to the rubber-like state. For cured
polymers it appears that DMA is 10 to 100 times more
sensitive to the changes occurring near Tg than differential
scanning calorimetry [24]. Tg is usually determined from
the peak of the loss factor (tan δ) curves. Figure 5 shows
the loss factor curves of the pure epoxy and the CNF/epoxy
nanocomposites. A small increase in Tg is found at CNF
content lower than 2wt%. CNFs restrict the segmental
movement of molecular chains, resulting in a higher Tg .
The peak height of the loss factor of the nanocomposites
decreases with the increasing content of CNFs. As mentioned
in [25], the relative heights in Tg are inversely proportional
to the volume fraction of confined segments in the interface
layer. On the other hand, with the increasing content of
the uniformly dispersed CNFs, more interactions between
molecular chains and CNFs occur.
For the nanocomposite with 2wt% CNFs, there are a
decrease in Tg and a broadening of the peak. The decrease
in Tg is due to the agglomeration of the CNFs in the
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Figure 3: Effects of a and b on the predicted Young’s modulus.
epoxy matrix. There is a hump on the loss factor curve,
which further confirms the non-uniformly distributed CNFs.
Figure 1(b) clearly shows the dispersion of CNFs in epoxy:
large clusters of CNFs are found, but individual fibers are
still present. Since the samples of DMA are randomly chosen
from the bulk nanocomposite, it is believed that some
samples have more CNF clusters, while other samples have
more individually dispersed CNFs for the 2wt% CNF/epoxy
nanocomposite. The mobility of molecular chains around
CNF clusters is different from that around individual CNFs.
Thus, the average value of the loss factor of this nanocom-
posite has two blunt peaks, indicating two different molec-
ular mobilities around CNF clusters and individual CNFs.
Also, the presence of CNF clusters may inhibit the curing
of epoxy, thereby decreasing the crosslink density, so that Tg
decreases.
The modified Halpin-Tsai equation is also used to fit the
experimental data of the storage modulus both below and
above Tg . The results are shown in Figure 6. The fitting to
the storagemodulus is still good for temperatures both below
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Figure 4: Storage modulus of the pure epoxy and CNF/epoxy
nanocomposites.
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Figure 5: Loss factor of the pure epoxy and CNF/epoxy nanocom-
posites.
and above Tg . The constants a and b tend to affect the shape
of each predicted curve although they do not have clear phys-
ical meaning. Figure 6 shows that a and b seem to be higher
for high temperatures than those for low temperatures. Also,
it is worth pointing out that the deviation of the storage
modulus between the samples with the same content of CNFs
is relatively large. With the difficulties involved in achieving
a uniformly distributed CNF/epoxy nanocomposite, the
dispersion of the CNFs is a likely source of error.
3.3. Electrical Properties. Figure 7 shows the electrical con-
ductivity of the pure epoxy and the CNF/epoxy nanocom-
posites changing with frequency. Conductivity of the pure
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epoxy is seen to increase almost linearly with increasing fre-
quency, indicating a behavior of a non-conductive material.
For the CNF/epoxy nan-ocomposites, the conductivity is
independent of frequency at low frequencies but increases
with the frequency after critical value is surpassed. The
critical frequency at which the conductivity begins to rise
increases with the CNF volume fraction. The frequency
dependence of the electrical conductivity of the nanocom-
posites results from the electrons in finite-size clusters with
fractal nature that can be scanned at frequencies higher than
the critical frequency [10].
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Figure 9: Dielectric constant of the epoxy nanocomposites with
various volume fractions of CNFs as a function of frequency.
The direct-current (DC) conductivities are obtained by
extrapolating the conductivity curves of the alternate-current
(AC) data. The conductivity is plotted versus the CNF
volume fraction (p), as shown in Figure 8. The conductivity
increases by four orders of magnitude with the addition of
0.1 wt% (0.058 vol%) CNFs due to the tunneling conduction
between CNFs. The value of the CNF volume fraction at
which tunneling occurs is called the percolation threshold
(pc). According to percolation theory, the direct-current
electrical conductivity σ (at p > pc) of a percolating system
should exhibit a power-law dependence: σ ∝ (p − pc)t . A
best fit to the experimental data reveals that the percolation
threshold is 0.057 vol% with the exponent t = 1.83. The
exponent t is in the range of 1.6 to 2.0, which has been typ-
ically used in percolation theory [26–29]. The conductivity
increases by ten orders of magnitude for nanocomposites
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with CNF volume fractions higher than 1wt% (0.578 vol%)
and then plateaus. This is because CNFs come into contact
with each other and form conductive pathways throughout
the composites at high CNF volume fractions.
The dielectric constant of the nanocomposites with
various volume fractions of CNFs was measured as a
function of frequency (Figure 9). The addition of CNFs
greatly increases the dielectric constant, and the dielectric
constant increases with increasing amount of CNF volume
fraction at a given frequency. The dielectric constant of
the pure epoxy is independent of frequency, which is the
typical behavior of a capacitor. Once CNFs have been added,
the dielectric constant of the nanocomposite decreases with
frequency. The frequency dependence of dielectric constant
results from two effects: one is the polarization effect between
clusters inside the solution, and the other is anomalous
diffusion within each cluster [30]. At higher frequencies, it
is hard for either the polarization or the diffusion to occur
because the electrical field changes so fast that they are not
able to follow the field variation.
4. Conclusion
CNF/epoxy nanocomposites with various contents of CNFs
are processed and studied. Static and dynamic mechanical
testing and AC electrical measurements are conducted to
investigate the effects of CNFs on the effective properties of
the CNF/epoxy nanocomposites. The nanocomposite with
1wt% CNFs exhibits good dispersion and has the highest
tensile strength. The tensile strength decreases with further
increase in the CNF content due to agglomeration of CNFs.
The maximum storage modulus is also observed in the
nanocomposite with 1wt% CNFs, which is about 18% and
70% higher than that of the pure epoxy below and above
the glass transition temperature, respectively. The predicted
values of the Young’s modulus and storage modulus using
a modified Halpin-Tsai equation that accounts for the effect
of the CNF agglomeration compares fairly well with those
obtained experimentally.
The AC electrical behavior of the CNF/epoxy nanocom-
posites exhibits a typical insulator-conductor transition. The
conductivity increases by four orders of magnitude with
the addition of 0.1 wt% (0.058 vol%) CNFs, and by ten
orders of magnitude for nanocomposites with CNF volume
fractions higher than 1wt% (0.578 vol%). The measured
values of the conductivity of the nanocomposites conform to
percolation theory and show a low percolation threshold at
0.057 vol%.
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